1 Write the words with *ing* and *ed* suffixes.

Example: marry marrying married

study _______ _______
carry _______ _______
reply _______ _______
copy _______ _______
worry _______ _______
cry _______ _______
supply _______ _______
bury _______ _______
identify _______ _______
multiply _______ _______

2 Write sentences with the words with *ing* and *ed* suffixes.

Example: My brother is married to someone from Dubai.

1 ___________________________
2 ___________________________
3 ___________________________
4 ___________________________
5 ___________________________
3 Explain how a plane flies. Use the words to make sentences.

Example: is curved wing The bottom. at the top flat at the and The wing is curved at the top and flat at the bottom.

air. the plane forwards flies The through

The ____________________________

The is wing. air over under pushed the and

The ____________________________

air the over travels wing. faster the top of The

The ____________________________

lower The is under wing. air pressure the

The ____________________________

This which lift plane. up pushes the creates

This ____________________________

4 Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets.

Example: If the weather ________ wet tomorrow, we ________ go to the sports centre. (be, go)

1 If it ________ sunny, we ________ to the beach. (be, go)

2 If we ________ to the beach, I ________ my flippers and snorkel. (go, take)

3 If I ________ my exams, my mum ________ a new computer game. (pass, buy)

4 We ________ to England for our holidays, if my dad ________ a new job. (go, get)

5 If you ________ to my house tomorrow, we ________ watch my new DVD. (come, watch)